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Feeling the heat
THE heatwave
sweeping northern
Europe was last
Tuesday (31)
blamed for a dip in
earnings at travel
group Thomas
Cook, with record
temperatures at
home suppressing
customer demand
for last-minute
foreign trips.
The British holiday giant, which
offers package
holidays to northern Europeans
looking for summer sunshine,
warned that annual earnings were
now expected to
come in at the
lower end of market forecasts.
Its total gross
profit fell three
per cent to £443
million in the
three months to
June 30.
Thomas Cook
said the downgra

de had been offset
slightly by the airline it operates,
which performed
strongly, especially in Germany.
“The sustained
period of hot
weather in June
and July has led to
a delay in customer
bookings in the
tour operator, restricting our ability
to drive margins in
the ‘lates’ market,”
the company said.
Britain has experienced its driest
first half to a summer on record,
with temperatures
topping 30 degrees
Celsius for several
days, according to
the Met Office.
Similar high
temperatures have
also been recorded in Scandinavia
and elsewhere in
northern Europe
during the twomonth heatwave.
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Pilgrims in the Alps

SPIRITUAL RETREAT OFFERS MOUNTAIN
ESCAPE FOR STRESSED-OUT CITY DWELLERS

MINDFUL STUDY: Participants
listen to Sri M; and (clockwise from
below right) Mohini Kent; Sri M; the
group walking in a Swiss village; and
a view from a Swiss mountain top
by MOHINI KENT

POLICY: An orca
display at SeaWorld

Killer whale decision
THOMAS COOK will
stop selling trips to
animal parks which
keep captive killer
whales, including
SeaWorld in Florida
and Loro Parque in
Tenerife, the company’s CEO announ
ced last month.
“We have actively
engaged with a
range of animal welfare specialists in
the last 18 months,
and taken account
of the scientific evidence they have
provided”, Peter
Fankhauser wrote
in a blog post.
“We have also
taken feedback
from our customers,
more than 90 per
cent of whom told
us it was important
that their holiday
company takes animal welfare seriously,” he added, confirming that tickets
to such attractions

will no longer be sold
from next summer.
Animal welfare
concerns over the
treatment of orcas
in captivity have
been amplified
since the critically
lauded 2013 documentary Blackfish.
It argued that the
highly intelligent
animals are psychologically traumatised in attractions
such as SeaWorld.
Fankhauser said
the decision was
taken after an introduction of a new
Thomas Cook animal welfare policy,
which recognises
“that customer expectations were
changing when it
comes to animal
attractions” and
“the important role
tourism has to
play... to end practices that are known
to harm animals.”

A WINDING journey from London to
Interlaken, Switzerland, by plane, two
trains and taxi, took me to Villa Unspunnen, which hosted Sri M, a spiritual guru and social reformer.
His candid autobiography, Apprenticed to a Himalayan Master, is the incredible record of his spiritual transformation into an authentic yogi.
Sri M led a six-day pilgrimage last
month on Jakob’s Way – pilgrims have
walked through the Alps for 1,000 years
to the tomb of the Apostle Jacobus in
Santiago de Compostela. It was exhilarating: mountains fell away below green
pines to gleaming turquoise lakes, the
Alpine breeze blew softly, grey cows
grazed and bells tolled everywhere. The
peace crept into our pilgrims’ souls.
A pilgrimage is both physical and
spiritual, and Sri M gave us a map of the
journey at a workshop before the walk.
Jungfrau witnessed the unusual sight of
him teaching kriya yoga in its shadow,
and the Swiss Alps echoed to the sounds
of Om, instead of the usual ringing of
church bells and cows’ bells.
“Search for the truth,” he said.
“Why can’t we just eat drink and
sleep?” Many questions arose from the
group of Indians, Germans, Swiss and
others, including a 28-year old London
banker and his girlfriend; an Australian
journalist; an American physicist; a student from the Netherlands; as well as
bankers and bureaucrats from Europe.
“There’s an emptiness within us that
we try and fill with the next big house,
money, marriage, but unless we sort
ourselves out inside, we will never feel
complete. Poorna. Full. Then the light
(inside) is so strong that the shadows are
dissolved,” he explained.
Jungfrau overlooks the villa, and Annette Kaiser, also a spiritual teacher, led

a “unity walk” with Sri M. The first day
we walked to Flueli-Ranft, up and down
mountain paths with loose gravel that
made me clutch at the nearest helping
hand. Brother Klaus, a 15th century hermit, sired 10 children before moving into the Upper Ranft Chapel to live in
austerity in the cell below. He’s the patron saint of Switzerland.
It was unexpectedly hot, with thriving
sparrows, lime green and pink rhododendrons, lilac hibiscus, and water so
clean we could drink from the bathroom
tap. Sparrows in Delhi choked to death
long ago in the polluted air.
About 50 of us walked together and
halted for daily teachings on mountain
slopes with tall trees, reminding me of
Rabindranath Tagore’s Santiniketan.
“Throw everything out of the window
at night – put it in a bag and throw it.
Wake up fresh,” Sri M said.
Each day brought unfamiliar names
– Fleuli-Ranft; Bouchs; Seelisberg where
the steep incline was a challenge; Schwyz; Brunni and another steep hike up
880 metres. I avoided the steepest bits,

opting instead for a boat and sky-cab.
Still, the FitBit I had acquired went berserk: I became an overachiever when I
walked 14 km, 12.5 km and 19.4 km, on
various days. The last stop was Einsiendeln and the Black Madonna in her
grand church. Other interiors came to
mind, the great cathedrals of St Petersburg devoted to the Mother, with rich
colours, and devotion as an instrument
for touching the infinite.
The trip cost about £1,800, without
airfares from London to Zurich. One
night I was in a youth hostel – the last
time was when I was 23 and hitch-hiking in Scotland with a girlfriend. The
next night, I had to share a room. The
third night I shared the bathroom with
the entire floor. But then the next night,
I was back in my own bed in London.
After the beauty and emptiness of the
Alps, London streets looked manic.
Coming to a stop after days of walking
created its own jet lag.

Perhaps a bit of the vacuum of human
loneliness was filled, judging by comments I overheard from my companions: “Good to talk to people with interests like me”, “There must be more to life
than just work”, “I feel ridiculously happy”, “I came across a Youtube of Sri M,
and he made sense”, “It’s his simplicity
and scholarship…” “I try to meet masters to receive their energy”.
As for me, I tried to walk mindfully
and remain quiet and receptive.

Access all lifts: Eiffel Tower tests new visitor policy to end snaking queues for paper and online ticket holders
THE Eiffel Tower plans to test a
new policy for visitors after reaching a deal to end a strike by workers complaining of “monstrous”
waits at the Paris landmark.
The monument reopened last
Friday (3) after workers walked
off the job last Wednesday (1) to
protest at a new access policy that

allocates separate lifts to visitors
with pre-booked tickets and
those who buy them on site.
The tower now sets aside half
of daily tickets for internet customers, who must choose specific
time slots for their visit, up from
just 20 per cent previously.
Labour unions said the chang-

es, implemented in early July,
could lead to queues that could
extend to three hours for those
waiting to pay for tickets, and up
to an hour for e-ticket holders.
The tower’s operator SETE had
said that lines were no worse than
before for the more than six million people who visit each year.

But last Thursday (2) it said
that starting this week, it would
test a new policy allowing all visitors to queue in separate lines at
either of the two elevators.
The goal is to keep both elevators full, no matter the proportion
of regular tickets to e-tickets.
“Making sure the reserved time

slot is respected will be the main
criteria for evaluating the system
being tested,” SETE said.
It also said it would increase
the percentage of daily tickets
sold in advance, “to reduce waits
at the base of the tower”.
The reopening was a relief to
visitors after thousands had been

turned away during the strike.
“It’s definitely great that we can
just walk in and there’s no problem at all,” said Patricia Joremsen,
who lives in Copenhagen.
“Of course we’re happy it’s open.
We came especially to see it,”
Darek, who was visiting from Poland, added.

